FIND-A-PLACE

Facts about Nicaragua

- Nicaragua is the largest country in Central America.
- Baseball is the favorite sport of people in this country.
- Nicaragua is bordered by two bodies of water—the Pacific Ocean to the west and the Caribbean Sea to the east.
- Lake Nicaragua is the largest lake in Central America and is the only lake that has freshwater sharks!
- Spanish is the official language of Nicaragua, with English and local languages spoken as well.
- Managua is the capital city of Nicaragua. Nicaragua is slightly smaller in area than the state of New York.
FIND-A-CLUE

Use the clues at the left to fill in the answers to this puzzle. Can you get them all?
(HINT: You can find many of the answers in the Week 1 story sheet!)

ACROSS
3) How old is Jaeska?
5) Javiera is different but ______.
6) Where does Jaeska go with her parents?
9) What type of syndrome does Javiera have?
11) What does Javiera have that makes her different?
12) Jaeska received Christ as her ______.
13) What kind of sister does Jaeska have?
14) What is the name of the main character in the story?

DOWN
1) What is the name of the country from the story?
2) Type of impairment Javiera has...
4) What day of the week do most people go to church?
6) Javiera’s family thought her disability was ______.
7) What is it that Javiera hasn’t learned to do yet?
8) The name of the Bible study is Project ______.
10) What did Javiera’s family get to help her hear?

FIND-A-WAY

Can you find your way through the maze from START to FINISH?